THEY SAY IF YOU WANT TO TELL A STORY RIGHT,
YOU GOTTA START AT THE BEGINNING...
And the beginning was certainly uh, memorable. The 2016 release of comic icon Harley Quinn's
big screen debut Suicide Squad was a great day in the history of film, in the sense that film as a
medium had nowhere to go then but up. If there was a saving grace in that incomprehensible
try-hard mess, it was definitely Margot Robbie's peppy performance as Harley, something
audiences clearly wanted more of as they stocked up on Halloween costumes and rightly
consigned everything else about the movie to the memory bin forever.
Harley's sojourn with the Birds of Prey is as big a step forward as it gets in modern franchise
blockbusters. It's a comic book movie built up around its main character in every sense; bright
and breezy but hard-hitting, chaoatic but smarter than it looks.
This is a story about Harley finding herself after getting dumped by Mister J, her Eat (breakfast
sandwiches), Prey, Love through Gotham if you will, and the experience is absolutely freeing, for
her and viewers alike. Remove the restraints of cringey Leto-Joker and the horny teenage boy
costuming department and under director Cathy Yen you get a cheekily violent action movie
with vibrant characters, with modern pop art set design and a score of absolute bangers. What
better pick for the first issue of Pretty Deadly Films than the best (hopefully not the only)
blockbuster of 2020 so far? Our writers and wonderful collaborators have put together a
diamond of a debut, and while we can't wait to see PDF grow, we're thrilled to have this
fantabulous beginning. Thanks for reading!

David Cooper @davidbcooper

This artwork of Black Canary was commissioned with
a €5 donation to Black Lives Matter UK. Why not
match or beat that small contribution to BLMUK
(www.gofundme.com/f/ukblm-fund ) or to some of the
organisations below?
MASI (Movement of Asylum Seekers in Ireland) www.masi.ie/support-us
Black Pride Ireland blackprideireland.ie
INAR (Irish Network Against Racism) -Inar.ie
IRC (Irish Refugee Council) www.irishrefugeecouncil.ie
Anything you can send to whichever cause best takes
your fancy, cos it's worth putting a bit of good back
into the world, ya dorky little do-gooder you!
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Sarah Elliott - @aaaacidwitch
@Sweetacidwitch
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MARGOT ROBBIE STUNTIN'
Margot Robbie is known for her body. Not
because of what it can do, but because of
how it looks. But if you look closer then
you will see a skilled and capable actress
who is too-often underestimated by
audiences and industry professionals
alike. On being labelled a bombshell,
Robbie has said that it minimises her
work and really puts a dampener on
working with the greats like Scorsese and
Tarantino.

As she told DOTW News “I don't want to
be reduced to the clichés that come with
being called sexy or a blonde bombshell. I
want to keep looking for roles where the
main interest will be in the character
itself; her importance in driving a story
forward rather than her relationship with
the male character.”

It's understandable then that Robbie’s
career has taken a turn towards active,
dynamic and misunderstood characters like
Tonya Harding and Harley Quinn, with both
in films produced by her production
company Lucky Chap Entertainment.

For I, Tonya, Robbie spent 5 months learning
to ice skate, even hitting the ice the day
before her own wedding! Her
choreographer/trainer Sarah
Kawahara said that Robbie took to it so well,
if she’d started sooner she could
have been a skater. “There wasn’t really
anything that she said, 'No, I can’t
do that,' or 'I don’t want to do that.' That
never came into her vocabulary at
all.”

Robbie carried that can-do attitude into
Suicide Squad where
she pulled off an incredible stunt during
the elevator fight scene where she
does a 360 flip by running up a wall, in
heels, without a harness! On top of
that, she learnt to hold her breath for five
minutes for her underwater fight
scene although it only required one
minute. Describing her competitive
nature to Jimmy Kimmel, she explained
that she was competing with her stunt
double "I got to five minutes and I was
like, 'You know what? This is above and
beyond what I thought I'd get to. I'm good,
I'm good with five.'"
And if stunting in heels and iceblades
wasn’t enough of a challenge for Robbie,
in Birds of Prey the actress donned roller
skates for two key scenes. In the
funhouse scene Robbie is fighting off
multiple hired goons on a moving carousel
and in skates. I’ve played roller derby and
let me tell you, it’s hard enough to knock
people without the ground moving out
from under you while you’re trying!
Taking things further, Robbie then
graduates to being pushed into a moving
car whilst on skates in a high-speed
chase scene. Margot Robbie is an absolute
powerhouse and I can’t wait to see
what she takes on next.
Jess Dunne
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Simone Kett - @siminiedoodles

@siminiecricket
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The Perfect Breakfast Sandwich

recipe by Grace Tiernan
Ciabatta
Start by making a Biga:
Strong flour 380g
Cold water 280g
Yeast 3g
Mix yeast into the water, add to the flour and
mix. Cover in a bowl with clingfilm and leave to
sit for at least 2 hours.
Cold water 350g
Yeast
20g
Biga 660g.
Mix yeast in water and add to your Biga and
mix well.
Salt 20g
Strong flour 500g
Olive Oil 10g
Water 20g

- Add to the above and mix into a dough. Knead for 5
minutes. Place into a bowl, cover with more cling film and leave for another
hour.
- Lightly dust your table with flour. Tip dough out of the
bowl and roll out to a rectangle, 1 inch thick.
- Cut dough into rectangles at 2 inches by 4 inches. Heavily
dust trays with flour and place dough on trays, leaving space between each piece
of ciabatta.
- Heavily dust the top of the ciabatta with flour too. Leave to sit for 45 minutes. In the meantime preheat your oven to 220° C.
- When 45 minutes is up, bake for 25-30 minutes in the oven.
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brown is a salty sub
De Hash Brown
2 Russet Potatoes, grated
1 Egg
Salt & Pepper
2tbsp Boursin garlic and herb cheese
- Mix ingredients together, making sure there are no lumps of cheese.
- Put sunflower oil in a frying pan on medium heat. Once hot, take a small handful
of your mix and place into pan (careful of the oil!). Flatten down with your spatula,
making as round as possible.
- Fry on each side until golden brown, then pop into oven to keep warm while you
dish up the other bits below for your sambo.

The Sandwhich
2 Eggs
Bacon
Cheese
Hot sauce (Not too much Sal!)
Assemble your ingredients and fucking enjoy. Do not drop.
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Laura McNamee - lauradrawstuff
@LauraDrawsStuff

Black Mask and The
Cantankerous
Incarceration of One
Roman Sionis
- Luke Dunne
One great thing about movies is that no matter how outlandish their subjects might be, it often only takes a moment of humanity from
its characters to get the audience on board. If we see the characters can take a hit and it hurts them, if we believe they yearn deep on
the inside for love and acceptance, or even if we see they drink way too much and desperately need egg and cheese squashed together
between bread when they’re hanging, then we can see the projections on the wall as real-life people and get a little more invested in
their stories.

Being able to see reality in characters isn’t always about #relatable characters though. Sometimes
you need a bit more from your villains than pantomime cackling and plans for world domination.
Sometimes you need to see the nastier side of humanity, the all-too-recognisable selfishness and
cruelty that can be in all of us and is in too many of us. When a movie has a character that’s
recognisably contemptable, it sparks an investment of a different sort, a desire to see the
characters you do like get one over on these assholes, to make up for when you can’t do it in your
own life. An action movie is only as good as its villain, and Ewan McGregor’s take on Gotham crime
mogul Roman Sionis works great as an antagonist to Harley and the girls because he’s exactly the
kind of creep one might find skulking around their own local club.
With added pantomime cackling.
The ousted son of a wealthy family and a Batman baddie b-lister, Roman Sionis in Birds of Prey is
insecure and agitated. As Harley herself analyses with her expertise, the coked-up crime-lord has a
“delicate sense of mental equilibrium” and “an obsessive-compulsive need to be the centre of
attention”, both of which are fuelled by his inner shame at the gap between where he thinks he
should be in the pecking order versus where he actually is. An entitled dickhead basically. If you’ve
ever gotten into an argument on Twitter, you know the type.
Though Roman puts up a front as the charismatic and hedonistic owner of the ‘Black Mask Club’,
cheerily indulging a hard-partying Harley and his high-society patrons, it doesn’t take much for his
mask to slip. McGregor shows a mix of whiny tantrums and pulsing rage whenever things aren’t
going Roman’s way. He uses petty insults when irritated and is overly-friendly the rest of the time.
To act as a foil to Harley’s story of ‘emancipation’, Roman is characterised as deeply misogynistic and
possessive, always fixated on the belief that things “belong” to him: Gotham, the Bertinelli family
diamond and the fortune that comes with it, the Crossbow Killer taking down his rivals (“I should
own this Crossbow Guy. I like crossbows!”) and pertinently, any and all women who come into his
path.

Roman thinks that women are beneath him, and since he so badly wants to own so much, he wants to own them, whether that means keeping Dinah
Lance under his thumb, getting Harley to do his dirty work while relishing the prospect of killing her, or hunting down and disposing of a child in Cassandra
Cain who blocks the path to the diamond. He’s a capable stand in for the Joker in this story, just another easily-explosive egomaniac, asserting himself over
Harley, the black and red colour scheme of his club symbolically trapping Harley (her classic colour scheme) from the brighter pink and blue path.
Amidst the frenetic story-telling, bubbly narration and fun action, the film pauses at one key moment to focus on Roman as it heads towards the final act.
Seething in his club after a personal betrayal, he’s set off by a young woman sitting nearby he decides is laughing at him. Men are afraid of women laughing
at them, women are afraid of men killing them as Margaret Atwood has said. Stung and needing to reassert himself, Roman can’t take this perceived insult
in his club, stomping over and demanding that the women dance on the table, that her companion cut her dress off under threat of violence.
It’s an ugly, uncomfortable, real moment, and while you may not have seen exactly this in
your life, you’ve seen something like it. Roman’s voice goes hoarse and cruel, and when he gets
his way, everyone afraid and his victim humiliated and in tears, he starts dancing to himself,
sated, deep in revelry at his own dickheadery.
There’s some coding in Roman’s mannerisms, his flamboyance, sense of style and
closeness with head henchman Victor Szasz, but the big things they share on page are a
too-real contempt for women and barely-concealed rage. Control over one is their way
of regaining control of the other. When Szasz has Harley paralysed and helpless,
he touches her, asking if she’s going to be a good girl now, and shows her his selfinflicted scars – one for each victim, his own way of showing his ownership over the
lives of others. When Roman goes full Villain, he dons his Black Mask, literalising the
dark, confining devices he uses to prevent any attacks on his vulnerable inside, trapped
in his own ill-conceived defences. The performances are over the top and the
presentation is garish, but unlike Jared Leto’s try-hard mishmash Damaged wackiness,
there’s an unfortunately perceptible realness to McGregor’s sleazeball with anger
issues. Which makes it all the more gratifying when our heroes, you know, explode him
into pieces that sink ignobly to the bottom of a river. We all know that guy. Fuck that
guy.
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Jess Dunne - jessdoesscribbles

Enjoyed Birds of Prey and looking for something else to watch?
We got you covered and you can trust our picks cos we aren't
controlled by an algorithym...we hope.

TANK GIRL

ATOMIC BLONDE

Well due for a critical re-evaluation,
Rachel Talalay's 1995 take on the
cult comic is kind of like if you
asked Harley herself to watch a
Mad Max movie and explain it back
to you; a hyperactive, camp
tornado in the post-apocalyptic
Outback led by a perfectly,
punkishly bananas performance by
Lori Petty. It's brash, it's
unconventional, underappreciated
on release and wildly fun. Birds of
Prey has a beaver in a tutu, this
movie has talking kangaroos. It's
like they're twins!

John Wick director and all-round stunt guru
Chad Stahelski and his crew 87eleven helped
out with the phsycial, flowing fights of Birds of
Prey, and his Wick collaborator and co-director
David Leitch had similar success with this stylish
throwback action flick. Featuring a pulsing
soundtrack, a twisty-turny Cold War plot and the
badassery of Charlize Theron, this movie is the
best Atomic Blonde this side of Debbie Harry
and perfect if you enjoy the punch packed by
the Birds of Prey.

READY OR NOT

It's not just rising star Samara
Weaving's striking resemblance to
compatriot Margot Robbie that
brings this flick to mind. The film's
story of a newlywed plunged into a
fight for her life against her sinister
and rich in-laws toggles between
horror, comedy and action
seamlessly and Weaving's growth
from nervous newcomer to guttural
survivor is a satisfying emancipation
of its own. Plus it knows the best
thing to do with the dangerously
rich is to blow them to smithereens.

GENTLEMAN PREFER
BLONDES
While classic Hollywood musical comedies are
plenty anachronistic by today's standards,
they're a great platform for charismatic
leading ladies like Russell and Monroe to
show their skills while their characters get
theirs. A performance as iconic as Monroe's
'Diamonds Are a Girl's Best Friend' number is
easily taken for granted, it's worth watching
her unapologetic go-getting-gold-digger back
and seeing the skill and charm that rocketed
her into the zeitgeist, comparabily to Robbie's
take on Harley.

SILVER HAWK
A more obscure choice but this Hong Kong superhero movie is
wilder than hawk shit and easily tracked down online. One of the
greats of Asian cinema Michelle Yeoh stars on this over-the-top
action movie as a billionaire playgirl by day and crimefighter by
night (like that hunky Bruce Wayne guy) , who zips around on a
silver motorcycle and beats up goons with some great wirework
and glorious slo-mo. The film's tongue is so far in its cheek it pops
out the other side and starts slapping you around.
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